**Thursday ELEMENTARY**

Judging: 9:00-11:00
Teacher meeting (rm 127): 9:30
Public Showing of Exhibits: 11:00-11:30
**Plaza level Closed to Public 11:30-12:40**
Awards Program: 12:30 (in ARENA)

Parents/Teachers can wait in Arena during judging
*Students will be escorted to Arena after their project is judged*

**Remember to Visit Gate 3**

**Friday JUNIOR/SENIOR**

Judging: 9:00-12:00 (or 12:30 for larger categories)
Teacher meeting (rm 127): 9:30
Public Showing of Exhibits: 12:15-1:15
Awards Program: 1:30 (in ARENA)

Parents/Teachers can wait in Arena during judging

*Remember to Visit Gate 3*